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Introduction: The Study of Human Agency 

I sues regarding human agency are central to Vayda's critique of current an
thropological theory. His critique of political ecology problematizes the assumed 
preeminence of extra-local political structures compared with local social and 
natural actors (Vayda and Walters 1999); and his propounding of the value of 
"event-based ethnography" (e.g., Vayda 1996, 1998) tries to re-focus anthro
pologists on practice- and actor-oriented approaches to research. In the spirit of 
Vayda's ongoing efforts to write, and think, 'against the tides,' we seek here to 
nter into conversation with some of the explicit as well as implicit premises 

that underpin these efforts. Specifically, we seek to engage with Vayda's recent 
/forts to promote a "turn in ecological anthropology to causal histories of 
vents [which] diverges from some postmodern anthropologists' preoccupations 

with discourse and their indifference to questions of evidence and methodology" 
(VHyda 2001). Our approach takes serious ly Vayda's interest in "the event," and 
III the furms of agency which occa ion it. But we also suggest that attention to 
(Illd 'ven "preo upution with") the notion of di course is vital to understanding 
how rtllin ' (lil t" ' ptll tii :tntion. r "th 'V'llt" 'uin prirnHcy. Dis our e, in this 
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sense, refers to the set of statements, rules and practices through which an envi
ronmental problem or event is conceptualized (Foucault 1972). Such an ap
proach is useful in addressing issues of causation, evidence, and methodology, 
we suggest, because the way a problem or event is conceptualized preconditions 
the forms of analysis and intervention which can be mobilized to understand, 
explain, and resolve that problem or event (Brosius 1999a:278). We focus par
ticularly on the question of human agency and its conceptualization within the 
conservation and development arena because, as Vayda has consistently re
minded us, human agency is at the heart of many environmental events. Ideas 
about agency affect the way events are interpreted and, thus, a focus on agency 
complicates-in productive ways-our concept of events. 

There has been a recent surge of interest in anthropology in the subject of 
agency in anthropology, including in environmental anthropology (Brosius 
1999a, 1999b), most obviously in such topics as environmental movements 
(e.g., Kalland 1993; Conklin and Graham 1995; Escobar 1999; Haenn 1999). 
Defined as "the socioculturally mediated capacity to act" (Ahearn 2001: 112)1, 
agency is an old topic in anthropology and social science. These disciplines have 
been explicitly concerned with human agency since the foundational work by 
Durkheim on the statistical regularities of collective behavior challenged tradi
tional understandings of individual decision making. For the better part of the 
following century, structural-functional approaches focused on collective rather 
than individual behavior, culminating in the use of formal models from mathe
matics and computer science to explain how social behavior serves collective 
resource-management ends, often through the mediation of religion (Harris 
1966; Rappaport 1968; Lansing 1991). These approaches have been criticized 
for dealing inadequately with the behavior of sub-groups and individuals within 
the community.2 In related areas of economic/ecological anthropology where 
more attention has been paid to individual agency, as in a plethora of analyses of 
household-level decision making and economics (e.g., Bartlett 1980; Gudeman 
1990; Mayer 2002), the relationship between individual behavior and group 
good has remained a major subject of interest. Nowhere has this been more true 
than in studies of common property resources (cf. McCay and Acheson 1990), 
which evolved partly in response to the dire interpretation of individual agency 
in Hardin's (1968) thesis ofthe "tragedy of the commons" (see Taylor 1999). 

Issues of individual agency have posed a different set of problems to politi
cal-economic and structural Marxist traditions of study within anthropology. 
This tradition, which was developed in part in response to the ignoring of wider 
power relations in traditional community studies (e.g., Wallerstein 1974; Wolf 
1982), came to be criticized for viewing communities and their inhabitants as 
the pawns of either hidden structure or the capitalist world system.) This criti
cism led to the development within anthropology of an interest in practice, 
stimulated by the pioneering works by Bourdieu ( 1977) and Giddens (1979, 
1984). This development restated anthropology'. perennial foc us on the relation
ship between tho individual and the communily I ~ II fo u on the re lali n hip 
belw cn individual pra ·Iicc nnd nn ov fIIr 'h ii i ~y~ l mll Oltrlcr 1984 : 148). 
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Another major development that stemmed from the seeming denial of 
agency in Marxist and political economic studies involved the concept of "resis
tance" in peasant, feminist, and subaltern studies. For example, Scott's (1985, 
1990) demonstrations of how local community "resistance" is possible even 
within unbalanced global power relations contributed to a decade and more of 
work that restored some sense of the possibility of agency by local communities. 
But some scholars came to feel that Scott was overly optimistic in his assess
ment of the possibilities for local resistance, while others believed that he was 
not optimistic enough and that local communities did not simply resist powerful 
extra-community actors but also "collaborated" with them in far more complex 
ways than had been imagined (e.g., Siu 1989; Li 1996, 2000; Tsing 1999; cf. 
Ortner 1995; Brown 1996).4 

Much of the recent debate about agency in anthropology and allied fields 
has focused on the field of development, stimulated in part by the assumed pas
, ivity of the community subject in traditional development discourses. Almost 
two decades of work by anthropologists and others has been devoted to identify
ing and critiquing this premise of community passivity and the corollary premise 

f developer hegemony (Ferguson 1990; Pigg 1992; Escobar 1995; Shrestha 
1995). The previously-cited works by Li and Tsing added to this critique by 
Irguing that the response of local communities in development contexts is often 
in fact much more dynamic than imagined (cf. Gupta 1998). These critiques 
have contributed to a discursive shift in many development circles toward an 
(,xplicit commitment to increased participation in development by local commu
nities. This is reflected in the emergence of purportedly more participatory tech
lIiques of research (e.g., "participatory rural appraisal" or PRA [Chambers 
1994]) and also practice, the latter reflected in the rise of a powerful model of 
rommunity based management of natural resources (Cernea 1991; Brosius et al. 
1998). 

Some criticisms of the actual participatory nature of PRA have since 
emerged (Goebel 1998; Mosse 1998); and a widespread debate is currently un
lIerway regarding the wisdom and efficacy of community based resource man
I 'cment, particularly in protected areas (Redford and Sanderson 2000). Some 
rholars are beginning to study the political genesis of the recent rise of the 

"purticipatory" paradigm itself (Rademacher and Patel 2002), which is part of a 
wider effort to study the agency, not of the development subject, but of the de
v lopers themselves (Kaufman 1997). This encompasses pioneering analyses of 
III limits to the agency of developers (Ludwig et al. 1993; Holling 1995; Scott 
11)98), as well as Foucauldian arguments about agency-less ways in which 
pow r can be exercised (Escobar 1984; Ferguson 1990), and the paradoxical 
W Iy in which emphases on participation may actually reduce agency (Triantafil
lou nd Nielsen 2001 ).5 The challenge for concepts of individual agency posed 
lIy Foucault's theory of power have also been much debated (Ahearn 2001 : 116). 

A related arena of debale inv() lv Ihe comparison of human and natural 
I (' lIey, fbr example in ana lys 'S or " 11111111111 dis"sl r." The social sc ience litera-

1111 ()n nllturlll di snsl 'r ' lip 1I1I1 1I III pll I 1'1 II " Il ion foeti 'cd on th ' . ocial im-
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pacts of and responses to disasters, but did not problematize the concept of natu
ral disaster itself.6 This naturalizing of the concept of disaster has since been 
criticized for denying the role of society itself in such disasters, an erasure of 
agency which has tended to reproduce existing relations of power (Hewitt 1983; 
Harwell 2000).' 

The social dimension of the debate over natural versus human agency is 
reflected in the fact that whereas natural agency long dominated thinking about 
natural disaster management, human agency has dominated the field of envi
ronmental management.s This is reflected in the views of environmental scien
tists who believe that human society can and must "manage" the earth (cf. Clark 
1989). These views have spawned a revisionist school of thought, according to 
which the scope of such management is thought to be so far beyond human abil
ity as to be pernicious in its contemplation (Berry 1991). Some analysts have 
tried to unearth the implicit, Western cultural premises that lie behind the very 
concept of global environmental management (Sachs 1992; Ingold 1993; cf. 
Haraway 1991); while others have examined cross-culturally the notion of hu
mans protecting nature versus nature protecting humans (Bird-David 1990; 
Richards 1992). 

The questions running through these debates-regarding the separation be
tween humans and their environment, the limits to action, and the recognition 
and social construction of these concepts-are fundamentally issues of agency. 
We intend to examine these questions here in the context of several different 
case studies. Our aim throughout will be to ask not 'what is agency?', but rather 
'who gets to defme and assign agency?'. And, how are ideas about agency de
ployed in contemporary environmental and natural resource discourses? We will 
show that assignments of agency in this field are often highly subjective and 
political, which makes this paper, in part, an un-masking critique. 

Issues of Agency in Protected Areas: Machu Picchu 

Many of the issues involved in current debates over agency are crystallized in 
discussions of protected area management. One of Peru's most ecologically, 
culturally, and economically important protected areas is the Machu Picchu His
torical Sanctuary. A key part of the Sanctuary's mission is to protect the natural 
and scenic environment and to conserve natural and semi-natural ecosystems 
and native species (INRENA 1998). Recent funding for Machu Picchu from a 
debt for nature swap with Finland has allowed Sanctuary managers to take ac
tive steps towards defming and meeting these goals. 

One important aspect of this new surge in management activity involves 
making decisions about how to deal with disturbances to Sanctuary ecosystems.9 

The decision-making process reveals underlying values about both Sanctuary 
ecosystems and the role of human agency in col ica l disturbances. Oistur
bance by fire, in particular, shows how id ' II'> (If hmllall 1I Icncy ornc into play in 
hap in rc 'pons', to firo and dct rm in inl' til 11111 ' /Ill 'OilS 'qu 'n c of lir 
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management practices. Official Sanctuary documents differentiate a quema 
(burn) from an incendio (fire). The fonner is regarded as controlled, part ofra
tional planning, technology-based, limited in impact, and occurring in a fixed 
season. 1be latter-which is the tenn applied to all fanner fires-is regarded as 
uncontrolled, unintended, irrational, lacking technology, widely destructive, and 
occurring at any time (Region Inka 1996), Whereas Sanctuary managers ac
knowledge that burning can in theory be part of "rational" agricultural manage
ment, in practice they do not recognize such cases. The perceived potential for a 
quema to escape control and become an incendio ensures that all agricultural 
burning in the Sanctuary is categorized as incendios. Quemas are elevated to an 
unachievable ideal and all actual agricultural burns are reduced to potential in
cendios. 

Sanctuary managers regard incendio fire as the greatest threat to Sanctuary 
ecosystems. According to some measurements, 48 percent of the Sanctuary has 
been burned in the last 20 years, with most of the blame being officially placed 
on the "slash-and-burn" agriculture of local farmers (Galiano 1998; INRENA 
1998). Secondary causes of Sanctuary fires are thought to include state institu
tions, fonner hacienda owners, and tourist groups. The negative effects of fire 
are said to be destruction of flora and fauna, burning of the soils, and a change in 
landscape aesthetics. Fire is not considered by managers to be part of the 'natu
ral' disturbance regime of Sanctuary ecosystems. In official discourse, fires are 
unnatural, human-caused disturbances and, in part because of this, not to be tol
erated. Disturbances that are deemed to be more natural in origin, like landslides 
and floods, do not receive anywhere near as much management attention, even 
though their physical impact on Sanctuary ecosystems can equal that of fire . 

Fire control has been a major stimulus of increased state intervention in 
Machu Picchu. A four thousand hectare fire in 1988 provided the final stimulus 
to national and international efforts to create a Sanctuary Master Plan, a legal 
requirement that Machu Picchu has lacked since its establishment in 1981. In 
1997, when a twelve hundred hectare fire that raged for weeks threatened parts 
of the famed Inca Trail and Machu Picchu ruins, hundreds of soldiers, police, 
and Sanctuary employees (as well as local residents) joined in fighting it, even 
bringing in a helicopter to douse the flames. \0 Local press coverage of these fires 
alternated between criticism of Sanctuary management for failing to prevent 
local farmers from starting fires and praise for their progress towards contro/ar 
(control) of such fires . Both points emphasize how important management of 
fi re has become, as & proxy for management of both society and environment, as 
I measure of successful governance. 

Prevention of such fires continues to be an important dimension of Sanctu
Iry management. As part of the Finnish debt-for-nature swap, funds were used 

10 purchase fire-fighting equipment and train rangers in combating flTe . There 
Ire now five newly stocked and staffed ranger stations, whose staff offer work
hops on ti re to local resident and th ' slaff of other institutions working in the 

S IIIcluary. 1,0 al r id 'nl . 1\1 • IIsk·d 10 jIll stllle-m nls declaring that they won' t 
t llr inlhdr It- Ids. 
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Sanctuary residents themselves offer a somewhat different perspective on 
fIre in Machu Picchu. They not only see frre as a traditional tool of agriculture 
but they emphasize its distinct uses in different agroecosystems. In both low and 
high elevation fIelds, farmers used to use frre to clear the vegetation on fallowed 
fIelds before planting. They also would light smaller frres during the cultivation 
cycle to reduce insect predation. Farmers used to prepare middle-elevation com 
fIelds for planting by piling and then burning the basura or q 'opa (harvest 
waste), stalks and leaves left over from the last harvest, in order to Iimpiar 
(clean) the fIelds and provide nutrients to their new crops. All of these uses of 
frre are now prohibited by Sanctuary officials. Some farmers continue to burn 
pile~ harvest waste in their com fIelds, but more extensive burns during crop 
rotation have been largely discontinued due to the vigilance of Sanctuary rang
ers and threats of sanctions. Farmers admit that agricultural frres sometimes es
caped in the past, but they attribute this to the shortcomings of individual farm
ers (e.g:, ignorance. of the local wind regime on the part of a farmer who had just 
moved mto the regIon) rather than to lack of foresight or expertise on the part of 
farmers as a class, as implied in official views of their frres. The farmers also 
e?Iphasize the importance of non-agricultural causes of many frres, including 
cIgarettes thrown from the tourist trains and the use of frre in social conflicts on 
the local haciendas. 11 

~e public debat~ over Sanctuary frres demonstrates that causing a distur
bance IS not necessarIly seen as demonstrating agency. Whereas local residents 
are most often blamed for starting frres, the official conception of their frres as 
accidental, uncontrolled, irrational, and lacking technology, reduces their actions 
t? those of non-agents. N.or are local residents seen as capable of providing solu
tIOns t~ the problems WIth fIre. Their assigned role in official frre prevention 
efforts IS not that of collaborators but of passive recipients of education and out
reach. In contrast, the local residents themselves claim that their use of frre in 
agri~ulture is based on long traditions, serves specifIc purposes, and is con
stramed by proven technology. Whereas Sanctuary managers see the residents' 
frres as incendios, thus, the residents themselves clearly see them as quemas. 

The designation of residents' actions as accidental and irrational, nonethe
less, allows ~tate actors to demonstrate their own agency as the problem solvers 
of Machu Plcchu. Past frres have been used as a rationale for increased state 
intervention in the Sanctuary, and the absence of any major frres in the last three 
years is a matter of pride for management institutions, which is often mentioned 
in pUblicity. Sanctuary residents, on the other hand, emphasize their own co
/aboracion (collaboration) in stopping frres, which they say they do because of 
vo/untad (good will), not because they have been coerced by management insti
tutions. Both residents and park managers have competing claims to agency in 
matters of fIre fighting, with each claiming their contribution to frrefighting suc
cess. 

Fires exemplify the value of event-ba ed analy is (Vayda 1996, 1998, 
Vayda and Walters 1999), at the same tim o. th y ompli ate our concept f 
event. Thu how fir , ore thou 'ht I huv hn'lI I II let! dramHI i 'li lly ofli ' l. th 
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way that the ecological impacts of frres (which are in practice largely unvarying) 
re interpreted and managed by Machu Picchu officials. Not only are anthropo

genic frres differentiated from frres ignited by lightning, but mUltiple types of 
mthropogenic fIres are distinguished. The social experience of a seemingly self
vident event such as a fire is in fact wholly determined, not only by whether it 

was thought to have been started by local people, but also by the managers' val
ues about those people and their agency. Machu Picchu frres are culturally im
bricated environmental events, therefore, which illustrate the way that values 
Ibout other cultural actors, not only about the environment, determine environ
mental behavior. 

Fire, History, and Agency in Community Forestry: 
The Sierra Juarez 

Another perspective on wildland frres and other forest perturbations comes from 
the Sierra Juarez of Oaxaca, Mexico, where foresters, biologists, and forest 
l'ommunities have constructed different ideas about the agency of nature and the 
w Iy it has changed through time in order to justify different human interven
lions. Foresters depict the pine-oak forests of the region as being subject to dam
I 'e by frre, disease, over-maturity, and decay, all of which are said to require 
tlvicultural interventions. Biologists depict the forest as a static place inhabited 

hy species of plant and animal of varying rarity, which must be protected from 
II' tructive human interventions. Local communities have yet another concep
tIOn of the forest, characterized in part by a greater familiarity with its history. 

The Zapotec communities of the Sierra Juarez have been widely praised for 
th ir sustainable forest management (Bray 1991; Martinez 2000). Between 1956 
II,d 1982, their forests were logged by outside concessionaires who employed 
proCessional foresters for managerial purposes. Since the mid 1980s, however, 
th communities have taken control of forest management themselves. They 
t ommonly employ a forester to write management plans, mark timber, and sign 
til documentation required to transport timber legally. 

Foresters working in the Sierra Juarez are mainly trained at the national 
'PI icultural university of Chapingo, near Mexico City, where they receive ex
tl'lIsive training in the measurement of standing timber. They are taught to re
V. Ird the forest largely as a repository of timber, which can change through time 
I the result of human intervention. Fires and disease also can destroy standing 
I IIlb r and hence are a threat. The forest can be improved by thinning and the 
I IIloval of diseased or damaged trees that decrease overall volume growth. The 
Itlll~s t can also decay through the increased presence of "over-mature" trees 

IIl 'h grow slowly and which wi ll not produce sufficient seed to regenerate the 
IlHl:st in the Cuture. The objective of I "in' i 10 regenerate the forest, which is 
Ihllll 'ht to be incapable oC doi ll . . 0 on it. ()wn. ulting is aimed at " limination 
III til lice. whi h pre. li t lind 'silllh i t'lIl1dlt lillI', slIch ov r-m luI' , s arred, 
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burned, crooked, or diseased, and which for no reason can be allowed to remain 
in the forest" (FAPATUX 1977:118). Although management plans theoretically 
consider forest dynamics over periods of fifty or more years, these foresters in 
practice tend to analyze the forest in a short-term time frame of perhaps five or 
ten years. 12 

Biological scientists have only become legal partners in forest management 
in the Sierra Juarez in the last six years through the legal requirement that man
agement plans be reviewed for ecological impact. However, they have consider
able political clout through their influence upon urban opinion and through their 
connection with international NGOs that allocate funds to conservation and de
velopment projects. They are trained to identify the presence of plant and animal 
species through static inventories, which create a snap-shot of the biodiversity of 
the forest at a moment in time. Their favored means of intervention is through 
delimiting protected areas, either within management plans or through larger 
parks or reserves where human activity is to be limited to ecotourism and scien
tific research. These biologists have little appreciation for the way the forest can 
change through time, whether through deforestation or species loss or afforesta
tion and increased species diversity. They believe that the forest is fragile and 
static and that human interventions are at worst destructive and at best neutral, 
as when forest are left untouched in protected areas. 

Local community members believe that the forest of the Sierra Juarez was 
greatly damaged by logging concessionaires between 1956 and 1982 and that it 
has since been significantly improved by their own efforts to fight forest fires 
and adopt better logging practices. These beliefs incorporate some traditional 
agroecological knowledge, but they are dominated by the concepts of scientific 
forestry promoted by both the forest service and the paper companies between 
about 1930 and 1982. For example, local knowledge of the beneficial effect of 
fire upon forest regeneration has been largely suppressed to accord with the anti
fire views that community members learned from the forest service (Mathews 
2003). The communities in fact now hold more conservative ideas about forest 
management than do the foresters themselves, favoring selection logging over 
more intensive clear cut and seed-tree systems. Community members frrmly 
believe that their climate has been changing over the last fifty years, which 
many attribute to the tendency by past concessionaires to log all of the largest 
trees. Today, community members use these theories to promote community 
forestry, arguing that such efforts can even reverse climate change: 

That is why people say that there is no more water, but I don ' t agree 
completely, because here, where we have taken care of the forests, it 
carries on raining, as here [in IxtlAn] where the rains have been good. 
On a world level the water is finishing, on a world level, but not here, 
because we have cared for our forests, maybe in other places the wa
ter is finishing, but not here. (Community member, )xtlan, July 2002) 
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The extent to which people are aware of how nature changes through time 
l' rrelates with the extent to which they construct nature as a moral agent. Hu-
111M agency is revealed by the successes versus failures of past efforts to attempt 
tu affect nature, and nature emerges as an actor through the resistance it offers to 
IIch projects. Thus, in the Sierra Juarez the shallow time depth of the biologists' 

perspective on nature implies both a passive nature and a corresponding human 
(In. sivity in engagements with nature. Paradoxically, recognition of human 
1 'ency in the forest is associated with recognition of natural agency, as in the 
hared community and forester beliefs that the forest can recover from exploita-

Iwn if properly cared for. 
Older theories of the sociology of science placed great emphasis on the way 

Illut either the interests or theoretical commitments of scientists affected the 
~I\owledge they produced. More recent analyses of scientific practice have em
ph sized how knowledge is produced at the interface of theory and practice, 
Il'knowledging that knowledge is not wholly determined either by practical in
II rests or theoretical commitments (Hacking 1983; Lenoir 1997). Within eco
III .ical anthropology Vayda (1996:8) has called for a similar approach (Vayda 
11)96:8), arguing for attention to "concrete human actions, the intentions behind 
Ilwm, and their concrete environmental effects." In like spirit, we have sug-

I sted here that different groups in the Sierra Juarez produce different kinds of 
~ lIowledge of the forest through different practices (the concrete human actions 
I died for by Vayda). We would perhaps give greater weight than Vayda, how
v 'r, to the importance of conceptions of natural agency, in recognition of the 
'y that this influences views of what sort of human agency is both possible and 

d , irable. Thus, differing conceptions of the agency of nature lead foresters to 
\ I ite management plans that justify logging, biologists to propose protected 
IIl'ns that invite research and promote ecotourism, and forest communities to 
I itimate their ownership and control of the forests. 

Localization and Agency in Community-based Natural Re
I ources Management: The "Threats Reduction Approach" 

I II devolution of resource control to local communities, as in the Sierra Juarez, 
intimately tied up with concepts of agency, but not always in simple ways. 

till' 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development helped 
f mulate an efflorescence of participatory approaches to environmental protec

t 1111, conservation, and natural resource management, in part in response to criti
I III. that existing approaches were not adequately addressing the needs of so
I dll'd "target" populations. Accord ing to this critique, communities were rou-
1111 Iy being left out of decision-mnkin ' processes, were not being "empow-
II tI," and did not fee l that they hud "own rship" of the projects designed to 
IlIp lUVC Ih ir live . In the fi' ld (I I ('OIlHl' I V Ilion, ommunity-bas d natura l re-
1I\11l'e IIIOn1l' m 'nt proj ' IS whit h 11111:111 10 illvolv '(lII1Jllunili 's and indi-
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viduals as participants-proliferated (see Brosius et al 1998). The new ap
proaches were accompanied by a large practitioners' literature on how to har
ness the power of participation for success in conservation and development 
projects (Davis Case 1990; Cernea 1991; Wells and Brandon 1992; World Bank 
1995; Borrini-Feyerabend 1997; Salafsky and Margoluis 1998). Some scholars 
have since sought to problematize this trend in conservation, particularly with 
respect to the way that "participatory" approaches represent rural social life, 
construct artificial boundaries around both communities and environmental 
problems, and take for granted the assumed legitimacy of outside institutions in 
solving local problems (Ribot 1995; Li 1996; Agrawal 1997, 2002). 

Ideas about the role of human agency in creating and resolving environ
mental problems are central to this practitioner literature and to the program
matic activities that comprise participatory conservation today. These ideas have 
a dual nature. On the one hand, participatory approaches see community mem
bers as "agents of change" in a positive sense. According to this view, commu
nity members hold the key to solving environmental problems and it is their 
agency that will effect change and stave off or reverse environmental degrada
tion. On the other hand, the new emphasis on participation suggests that com
munity members are "agents of change" in a negative sense too. Because of 
funding imperatives, methodological biases, and institutionalized conceptions of 
what participatory projects should look like, the kinds of interventions and pro
jects that are carried out under the rubric of "participation" are those that local 
actors are likely to be able to accomplish- which means interventions and pro
jects at the local level. Communities are not commonly regarded as appropriate 
agents to take on large timber concessionaires or powerful political interests 
within the national government. Rather, they are regarded as best able to regu
late the kinds of problems whose genesis appears to reside at the community 
level. But this localization of the solution inevitably becomes a localization of 
the problem as well: because participatory approaches focus on locally-caused 
problems, they also tend to frame environmental problems as problems caused 
by local people. 

The localizing emphasis of the new participatory approach leaves a number 
of critical issues unexamined. At the same time that an emphasis on participa
tion and community-based resource management directs attention to the role of 
local actors in causing environmental degradation, it draws attention away from 
the role in this degradation of well capitalized state- and private-led resource 
extraction enterprises (e.g., dams, forest concessionaires, mining interests). The 
local and participatory bias also directs attention away from structurally pro
duced local social inequalities, which create differential access to natural re
sources and differential involvement in decision making about resource use, and 
which may be intimately linked to patterns of resource use and abuse. 

The localizing emphasis of new participatory approaches is well-illustrated 
by one of the best-reasoned and most useful of the new methods developed to 
guide community-based natural re Ource muna • 'mellt practitioner . namely th 
"threats reduction as e ment" approa h (TRA . 'Ih is IpproU h i. one of Ih 
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principal analytical tools used in the popular training manual Measures of Suc
l ess (Salafsky and Margoluis 1998; Margoluis and Salafsky 2001 ; Salafsky et 
II 2001). \3 The TRA instructs practitioners to (1) defme desired outcomes of a 
conservation impasse, (2) identify threats to the achievement of these outcomes 
(threats to biodiversity conservation or sustainable resource management, for 
instance), and (3) rank these threats in order of their importance and their ame
nubility to change. In later iterations of the method (e.g., Margoluis and Salafsky 
00 I), the ranking of threats is compiled into a "TRA index" which is tracked 

ovcr time to determine if project activities are effecting positive change. 
An analysis of the TRA approach provides insight into the ways that as-

IImptions about human agency condition the kinds of interventions (and the 
~ Illds of outcomes) that are achieved by community management advocates 
(II Idwe 2004). The TRA approach encodes assumptions about human agency 
hoth explicitly and implicitly. Salafsky and Margoluis (1998:32) laudably at
I! mpt to make clear their own assumed notions regarding the causes of degrada
lion, noting that the "TRA approach ... operates under three assumptions: al
lIIost all biodiversity destruction is human induced; all human threats to 
hlodiversity can be identified at a site specific level; actual reduction of threat to 
hludiversity can be measured." By asserting that human threats are identifiable 
II I site-specific level, the TRA methodology thus directs attention toward lo

t Illy produced degradation. 
A similar bias results from the TRA methodology for identifying and rank

inp threats. The first step in this methodology (Margo luis and Salafsky 2001 : 
I ) is to "define the project area in space and in time," an activity which is ac
IlIlIIpanied by the creation of a map. The authors assert that "using these pa-
1IIIIleters will assist you when you have to draw sharp lines on gray areas." 
lluwever, such map-making exercises may be as significant for what they ex
t Illde from view as for what they include. Drawing lines around "target areas" is 
I houndary-making activity which helps to justify interventions at the local 
II vel, but it says little as to whether the problems emerged at that level (as op
posed to some other level) in the first place. 

The TRA methodology for ranking threats provides further evidence of a 
hI( Ilizing bias. To develop a conceptual model of environmental problems, 
Ml'lhods of Success urges practitioners to "identify and rank threats at the pro
II t ite," a key step in which is to develop criteria for ranking threats. The prin

I IJlII criteria that the authors suggest should be used for ranking purposes are: 
III threat ' s perceived importance to the community; its area, intensity, and ur
, ney; and the political, social, and organizational feasibility of its amelioration. 
lit r again, the premise is that the most important threats are those that are ame
li Ihl to change by the local level "agents of change" that community-based 
I I IlUl'ce management seeks to empower. 

Th ' TRA approach pre cnts us, on th one hand, with a view of humans as 
f environmental chan . III II posiliv · . li se: it i regular, " local" people 

lin n . Iv nvir 11m nt II prohh'II1 (11 Iht' oth r hand, by directing ollr fo-
I II to th ' loca l I vd, lit 'I'RA IpplOllI It un'l' I Ih II III' nvirollln nlol PI' b-
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lems that are most important to tackle are those that are most obviously local in 
nature. The emphasis is on proximate rather than underlying causes of environ
mental change. Like many "community-based" approaches, therefore, threats 
reduction assessment directs our attention away from agents of environmental 
degradation that are "outside" their avowed field of action. 

National Cultures of "No Agency": Nepal 

Development discourses have implications for constructions of agency not only 
at the local level, as with the threats reduction approach, but also at the level of 
the nation, as in Nepal in recent years. Questions of individual an<,l collective 
agency assumed a particular relevance over the past decade in Nepal, while the 
country moved from a democratic People's Movement to a revolutionary Peo
ple's War between state forces and Maoist rebels. 14 A government-imposed 
State of Emergency suspended democratic civil liberties in November 2001 
without a clear timetable for their reinstatement and, in addition to the enonnous 
human suffering caused directly by war-related violence, security concerns 
brought the suspension of nearly all development activities, including environ
mental management initiatives, in many districts. The declaration of an official 
Emergency reinvigorated discussions of why political refonns have failed, and 
why development and environmental policies continued to fail. IS Central to this 
discussion is the idea of a "culture of no agency." Analysis of the discord be
tween a narrative of an agent-less society on the one hand, and actual demon
strations of political agency on the other, further engages Vayda's interest in the 
study of human action (Vayda 1996:2-6). 

Development professionals in Nepal commonly attribute problems of en
demic corruption, bureaucratic dysfunctionality, lack of productivity, and gen
eral development failure, to cultural attributes thought to inhibit Nepali agency. 
This cultural explanation of development failure is important for two reasons: 
first, it implies that the practice of conservation-as-development is as much a 
project of remaking Nepali culture as it is an effort to manage environmental 
change. Second, it relies on a narrative of Nepali society that cannot accommo
date, and therefore cannot engage, the social agency apparent in Nepal's politi
cal present. 

The idea that particular aspects of Nepali culture hinder development is not 
new, and it can be linked to a larger legacy of colonial oppositions between 
Western modernity and its Eastern Other. In the specific case of Nepal, Dor Ba
hadur Bista (1991) advanced an explicit linkage between a cultured notion of 
agency and a contemporary history of development in his now-classic Fatalism 
and Development. In it, Bista argued that fatalistic, hierarchical ideas pervasive 
among Nepal ' s elite limited national productivity and, hence, development. Spe
cific cultural practices and norms characteristic of the elite, including cakar; 
(personal service), aaphno maanche (coli ' ·livislII). IIld hollllfl i.1'I1l (ralulism). 
were identi tied 1\ ' obsla I S 10 1ll0demiluliOll Ih II "".1 I ·Iailll·f! w 'r' illh 'r 'I) I ill 
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nationalized Nepali culture.16 

Although widely read and hailed within Nepal ' s development industry as a 
et of insights that "no outsider could say,,17, Bista's book also met considerable 

l.riticism (cf. Pahari 1992), in particular for its implication that poverty and un
derdevelopment were linked to inherent faults in the minds of individuals and 
collective ' cultures' rather than to historical relations of production, extraction, 
md power. What is striking a decade after the Bista debate is the extent to which 
his arguments have become naturalized among development professionals, es
pecially at a time when dramatic social movements seemed to reflect consider
Ible--and revolutionary- political initiative and agency in the country. 

An example is presented by the pseudonymous Howard and Barbara, 
American expatriates with over twelve years of experience working both within 
II1d without large international aid organizations in Nepal. Over the last several 
years, the two have worked closely with Nepali government ministries charged 
with environmental management activities. In 2002, when interviewed regarding 
Ihcir vision of the future of the environment in Nepal, both expressed profound 
II i appointment that they had not seen more concrete and progressive changes 
liver their decade-long stay in Kathmandu. Rather than positive developments, 
they said, they had seen only a distressing escalation of environmental degrada
tion. When asked what they thought was behind the failure of environmental 
II mnagement initiatives in Nepal, they invoked the "culture of no agency." 

Thus, Howard claimed that most of the obstacles he had encountered while 
working in Nepal had "cultural origins." These included the jagir (fief) system, 
"khuTTa taane," (literally, leg-pulling), the constraints of aaphno maanche, and 
the lack of a "tradition of ethics" in business practice. IS Barbara added that in 
hr r view these "faulty" cultural features were generational: younger Nepalis 

emed less prone to behavior that hindered development and democracy. But in 
't'neral, she said, "few Nepalis take initiative." To illustrate this point, Howard 

III scribed how for years he has regularly cleaned the area in front of his house, a 
public open space that often accumulates garbage. He described how his Nepali 
IIdghbors regularly turned out to watch him clean up trash, but never once, he 

lid, did anyone offer to help. "They stare at me," he said with incredulity; "No 
11 11 lifts a finger; they just stare at me." For Howard, this failure to 'pitch in' 
WHit the clean-up and care of a public open space provided his best illustration 
II I the Nepali lack of initiative. Howard claimed that these examples illustrate 
III It Nepal is a "low trust, low-cooperation society" that can only change with a 
t ultural shift. Barbara agreed, adding "They don't seem to realize they can learn 
Ir. ns from other countries' experiences. They don't see that they can skip 
.lIl' Id into the future. They don't have to just say, "ke game (what to dO)?,,19 

This cultural diagnosis of development failure was not unique to expatriate 
d v ,l pment professionals like Howard and Barbara; Nepali infonnants ex
lil t'.. ed similar views with equal, if n t greater, vehemence. The Director of a 
111I1I d Nations comm morativc park proj . 'l on the Dagmati River, for instance, 
\ lit n int rvicwed r ' 'ardin' IlI l' dl'l\I udt'd st Itl' of th river, aid Uth i i h w we 
t~ pulis lin" It ' s our uh lir' to 11 \ ' ~l' I 1111 " A Nt'lWIi ll:sear ·1t 'r • ir ll ilal'ly . id 
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in an interview that "The biggest problem for the rivers and for our environment 
is our culture. No one in Nepal wants to work; nothing happens here without 
ghus [bribery). ... We don't know how to do things for the good of society; 
[western] ecology just won't work in our culture that runs on bribes." Culture
of-no-agency assumptions can also be read in editorial debates in the popular 
press: 

Bagmati conservation activist Huta Ram Baidya says it is inappropri
ate to be aU excited about conservation and heritage lists just because 
UNESCO thinks it is important. "When wiU we start doing things 
ourselves without forever being dependent on donors? What is stop
ping us from renovating crumbling Kasthamandap, or from ceremo
nial oil lamps being lit there? Why do we have to wait to be told by 
foreigners that things are in bad shape before doing smaU doable 
things?" (Nepali Times September 2000) 

Baidya's question was answered, in a sense, in a subsequent newspaper story, 
which reads in part: "We failed. Our government failed. Since all our efforts 
don't seem to work, why not solicit the expert views of a foreigner .... When we 
can't do it ourselves, we should learn to appreciate the way others work" 
(Sharma 2000). 

Over a decade after Fatalism and Development, Bista's primary arguments 
about a dominant culture-of-no-agency have been naturalized at important dis
cursive levels in Nepal, which may have significant implications for conserva
tion and development initiatives. Culture-of-no-agency assumptions infuse all 
such initiatives with explicit efforts to cultivate particular kinds of social agents, 
namely those that embrace the specific attitude toward progress and achieve
ment that 'development' requires. As a result, conservation and development 
initiatives promote particular forms, or cultures, of agency, rather than encour
aging or empowering existing forms of agency. 

The notion of Nepali society as agent-less is remarkable for its resilience at 
a time when the entire nation is profoundly aware of, and often directly affected 
by, a powerful revolutionary movement that stands in direct and violent opposi
tion to the Nepali state. By 2002 Maoists had gained control of, and declared 
their own state in, several districts ofthe country, and their alternative court sys
tem, massive army, and considerable resource base were daily news items. In 
addition, due to explicit or assumed Maoist threats against international devel
opment organizations and the Nepali government, nearly all development activi
ties outside the Kathmandu Valley were suspended by 2002. This case of ex
treme agency on the part of previously disempowered Nepalis seems difficult to 
reconcile with a cultural narrative of inaction. 

The simultaneous presence of a tenacious development narrative about lack 
of agency and initiative on one hand, and on the other hand a major revolution
ary political movement underlines a critical discord, which speaks in several 
ways to Vayda's interest in the relationship bNwl' -1\ l' pI ·S. cd per cpO II ' and 
environmental aClions (Vaydu 1994; I :2-?) ()II 1111 I vl' l, th ' cu ltllr f-II -
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agency narrative seems completely disconnected from actual practices in N~
pal's political present, and therefore offers little insight into re~1 events an~ therr 
consequences. On another level, however, we might also con~lder the telhng ~f 
the narrative itself, by environment and development professl?nals and Nepahs 
alike to be an action worthy of study-possibly even helpful 10 an open assess
men; of the broader human ecological picture through which we might under-
tand causes of, and responses to, environmental change in Nepal. In the act of 

its telling, the culture-of-no-agency narrative obscures some. f?~~ of agency 
while it seeks to cultivate others. Conservation-development !Dltlatlves that re
quire the exercise of social agency are .actual~y requiring the exercise of agency, 
if it is to be recognized and supported, !D partIcular ways. 

Agency of the North versus South: The "Theft" of Rubber 

ontested constructions of agency are central not only to national but also glo~al 
development discourses, especially those that util.ize a ~a~ing Of. northern !D
dustrialized versus southern less-developed countnes. ThIs IS aptly Illustrated by 
recent and well-publicized debates over intellectual property rights to ~i?genetic 
resources, including questions about how to share the profits of med~c!Des and 
crops based on the resources and knowledge of less-devel?ped COuntrl~S. These 
debates explicitly revolve around the allocation of agency 10, and thus nghts and 
rewards from, the development of these resources. One example o~ such debates 
involves the nineteenth century transplanting of rubber from BrazIl to Southeast 

Asia. 
The discovery in 1839 that the elastic properties of natural rubber could be 

fixed by the application of heat and sulphur, called "vulcanization," triggered a 
global boom in this tropical forest product. The best s?urce of natural latex 
proved to be Hevea brasiliensis, then found only on the nght-bank of the Ama
zon. Natural rubber quickly came to account for nearly forty percent of the Bra
zilian economy and brought a level of prosperity to the Amazon that was never 
. een before (Dean 1987). Then in 1876, the Englishman Henry A. Wickha~ 
collected seventy thousand Hevea seeds and brought them to the Royal BotanIC 
Gardens in Kew, England; where 2,700 were successfully germinated, 2,500 of 
which were then shipped to Britain's colonies in Asia. As a result, ~hereas 

outheast Asia produced just one percent of the world's natural rubber !D 1906, 
it produced seventy-five percent in 1921 (Keong 1976: 18I); and the once-
booming Amazon lapsed into "stagnation and despair".(Dean 1987:5): . 

This historic re-Iocation of global rubber productIon has been WIdely mter
preted as thc "theft" by the English of ~r~il's rub?er (e.g:, Melb~.1942:464). 
Wickham was eventually knighted by Bntam for thIS explOIt. Brazlhans, on the 
other hand to this day revile the name of Wickham, reproach the government of 
Ihe time f,' r P f111illing the theft, rcproa -h in Br:lzil for failing to d~mesticate 
rubo 'r thems lv's IIld slru luI' OIlil'IIIP(\1 ary d 'bat·s vcr AllIazonlun devel
Opll1 -nt ill t ' llII of 1"111 or fllllhl'1 1I<III h ' III 111('1\ or ils "tre Isur 's" « onklin and 
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Graham 1995). Contemporary critics of the global economic order cite Wick
ham's "theft" as an example of the perfidy of North: Shiv a (1993:79) says that 
the North "stole" the rubber heritage of Brazil and the South. Whether they ap
prove or disapprove of Wickham, all parties involved have depicted his exploits 
as "Promethean" in character.2o 

The most interesting aspect of this story of the rubber theft, which has been 
embraced by some of the most astute contemporary scholars (e.g., Wolf 
1982:329), is its complete falsity (Ashplant 1940; Keong 1976:3; Schultes 
1987:91). Wickham did not remove the seeds secretly from Brazil, Brazil did 
not in any case have a law against the export of rubber seeds, and this was nei
ther the last nor fIrst shipment by British agents.21 Of most interest is how 
greatly the myth and the history differ in terms of agency. Barthes has famously 
written (1972 :142-143) that "myth has the task of giving a historical intention a 
natural justification, and making contingency appear external ... A conjuring 
trick has taken place; it has turned reality inside out, it has emptied it of history 
and fIlled it with nature." In the case of rubber, myth does indeed erase history, 
but it does this not by subtracting but by adding intention and contingency. 

The myth depicts the shift of rubber from South America to Southeast Asia 
as a sudden, daring deed. In fact, as Dean (1987:7) among others shows, it was 
the chancy outcome of a complex, fifty-year long, mistake-riddled, bureaucratic 
project. In the 1870s, Britain made four separate attempts to ship rubber plants 
from the Amazon basin to the Kew Gardens, involving three different species 
(Hevea, Castilloa, and Ceara). Seedlings of all three species were successfully 
established at Kew and then dispatched-with Hevea dominating numerically
to botanical gardens scattered all over Britain's Asian colonies. Inevitably, some 
of these shipments flourished, and some did not. For example, some of the cut
tings sent to Calcutta were then consigned to Sikkim-reflecting, writes Keong 
(1976:4), "a complete lack of understanding of the climatic requirements of 
Hevea"-where they died of cold. 

At the time, Wickham's seed-gathering amounted to nothing more than one 
of hundreds of investigations into tropical forest products of interest to the colo
nial British empire. In the nineteenth century, Hevea brasiliensis was just one of 
dozens of different tropical forest trees and vines that were being tapped for 
their latex. One expert even informed the governor of the British Straits Settle
ments that Hevea would never be anything more than a "botanical curiosity" 
(Dean 1987: 13). A number of these latex-producing plants were native to Asia 
itself, including Ficus elastica, which was seen as a leading competitor to Hevea 
in the Dutch East Indies up until the first decade of the twentieth century. In 
short, whereas Wickham's seed gathering proved in the fullness of time to be a 
momentous historical event, it could not possibly have been seen as such at the 
time. 

An important reason for the view of rubber's transplanting as Promethean is 
the belief that it was hugely rewarding for the colonial actors, but this too is be
lied by the actual socio-economic history. Rubber Wil. promoted by the colonial 
governments of Southea t As ia as a . urop 'UIl stilI mp, bUl it qui kly made its 
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way into the hands of native smallholders. They adopted rubber with such alac
rity that they were competing with the estates for leadership of the industry 
within two decades. This success directly conflicted with Anglo-Dutch policy to 
promote commodity production by Europeans and food crop production by na
tives, and it stimulated ill-disguised international regulatory efforts to suppress 
smallholder production in the 1920s (the Stevenson Agreement) and 1930s (the 
International Rubber Regulatory Agreement) (Dove 1996). These regulatory 
efforts reflected a fundamental tension that has continued to the present day be
tween the individual agency of the smallholders and the power and self-interest 
of the state. This tension has led to a public erasure of the historic role of small
holders in the Asian rubber industry, which is as great a misrepresentation as the 
story of the theft itself. 

It makes sense that this smallholder history would be lost as the myth of the 
theft waxed, because it is completely inconsistent with the concept of the term 
"theft." Not only did the trans~lanting of rubber empower an entire class of 
smallholders in Southeast Asia,2 but it put an end to the notoriously exploitative 
system of rubber production in the Amazon (Schultes 1987:90). The colonial 
histories of other commodities (e.g., cloves) similarly show that it was regional 
monopolies-not the breaking of them-that tended to produce the most oppres
sive conditions for the laboring classes.23 Nor can rubber's transplanting be 
faulted on equity grounds at the national level. Whereas Brazil "lost" rubber, for 
example, it obtained coffee-which became for many years its foremost ex
port-from French Guyana. 

The fact that the transplanting of rubber from South America to Southeast 
Asia was not a theft has long been public. Ashplant's 1940 article entitled 
"Wickham Not a Smuggler," published in a rubber industry journal, is only one 
of many to point this out. Recent scholarly de-bunking of the myth include 
Purseglove (1968:148-150) and Wycherly (1968) as well as Dean's authoritative 
1987 monograph. As Dean writes, "Although the documents lie near at hand, 
bundant and unfaded, a marvelous version of events prevails. . .. This is the 

myth of Henry Wickham, the English rogue, thief of rubber seeds." The ques
tion is why this version (like the belief in passive NepaJis discussed earlier in 
th is chapter) has prevailed, in spite of the facts, for so long, and for so many 
uisparate audiences? 

The myth is premised on a notion of stasis in the ownership and manage
ment of biogenetic resources, but the history of these resources is one of dyna
mism. The norm throughout human history has been movement of economic 
pi nts through migration, travel, and trade (Plotnicov and Scaglion 1999).24 The 
historic depth and vigor of plant movement is such that it can be frustrated only 
hy notable exertions of the power of the state and its corporations-as in the 
colonial Dutch clove monopoly or in today ' s patent-based agribusinesses (which 
II . c atc\l itc imagery to track unauthorized circulation of their seed). 

The f<lCl thal acquisiti n of rubb r by the colonial British is seen as a case of 
til -fl veil Ih u -h it wa ' 1I0t Is of Inl l·fl·SI.2' 'I h fl I the quinles ential Prome
Ihtli ll 11 '1 lind OJI ofth uhilill1l ' II( I 0 1 II ' ·IH·Y. Hlod s M illen flrC in fo I qui t 
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common in cultural myths about the origins of agriculture. As Dean (1987:7) 
writes in discussing the rubber myth, the bounty of agriculture is so great that it 
must be seen to have been paid for by human sacrifice and suffering.26 In the 
rubber myth, it is Brazil and the less-developed world that suffer and the colo
nial powers and the industrialized North that reap the bounty. The rubber myth, 
in this reading, is really a statement about North-South relations and the role of 
agency and reward therein; it is a "myth model" (Obeyesekere 1992:1O) of 
North-South relations. 

The rubber myth is premised on a dichotomy between North and South. It 
assumes that relations between the two can only be ones of violation and not 
collaboration (cf. Tsing 1999, 2000) and that the involvement of the colonial 
British must mean that a theft took place. It further assumes that all agency lies 
with the North: whereas the North can steal, the South can only be stolen from. 
These are characteristically "modernist" assumptions regarding agency, power, 
and the global order, in which power is localized and consciously wielded by 
central, monolithic authorities in explicitly oppositional relations with others. 
Two decades of work by Foucauldian scholars have shown that these assump
tions are simplistic. 

On the other hand, it might also be possible by taking an earlier, structural 
view of myth (Levi-Strauss 1970) to see the rubber theft story as a short-hand 
way of talking about the history of North-South relations. That is, whereas the 
North did not actually steal rubber from the South, neither did it compensate or 
reciprocate for this resource (at least during colonial times)-which itself consti
tutes a sort of theft. In this light, the mythical dimensions of the rubber story 
might also be seen as a powerful, discursive way of mobilizing resources
epitomized by (e.g.) Vandana Shiva's writings-in the context of North-South 
relations. 

As a perceived Promethean act, the story of the rubber theft illustrates the 
power of beginning our analyses with events, yet it is the perception of this 
event that is the most interesting part of the story. Different ideas about human 
agency completely transform the meaning of this event for different parties, 
which shows how important the discursive dimension of the event can be, and 
which also raises questions about the ontological priority, in terms of our analy
ses, of the event itself. 

Conclusion 

The first three case studies presented here examine the currently widespread, 
development discourse that problematizes the agency of local communities. This 
discourse assumes that agency is a characteristic of entire, homogeneous com
munities. It assumes that communities have relative freedom of action within 
non-hegemonic political-economic systems. It emphasizes the local and individ
ual possibilities for agency with little regard for th exira-local and structural 
constraints on it. It credits developers with th IIblllty 10 II Ive" agency 10 local 
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development subjects. Ironically, this discourse is based on a simultaneous dep
recation of local agency and assumption of extra-local agency. As the analyses 
of Machu Picchu, the Sierra Juarez, and the threat reduction approach show, this 
discourse problematizes the local- versus extra-local level and, thereby, privi
leges and empowers the latter at the expense of the former. On the other hand, 
these analyses also show that local communities may manipulate these same 
ideas about agency to their own advantage (cf. Li 2000; Tsing 1999}?7 

This discourse about local agency is reproduced at a wider level in a dis
course about the agency of less- and more-developed countries (as the Nepali 
and Brazilian cases show). Here too, beliefs about the absence and presence of 
agency are intertwined: belief in the absence of southern agency is linked to 
belief in the presence of northern agency-a belief to which southern as well as 
northern actors give credence. Again, however, the picture is complicated by the 
fact that the southern actors may strategically manipulate the stereotypes of 
northern versus southern agency (as illustrated by the history of rubber). Thus, 
to see the agency-less view of the South as simply disempowering may be to 
unwittingly overlook some of the distinctive but still real ways that the South 
actually exerts its own agency. 

The juxtaposition here of visions of both local and national agency helps to 
show that "agency" is part of the language of objectification. To talk about 
agency is to objectify (albeit without being objective). Agency is not something 
that is simply "out there" in the world: it is socially constructed. Whether agency 
is represented as "good" (local) or "bad" (Northern) in a particular discussion, it 
is always a loaded concept. It is always a normative concept: it is more than 
simply action (e.g., whereas fire in the Sierra Juarez is mere action, "rational" 
fi re is agency, and "irrational" fire is the marked absence of agency). This com
plicates, perhaps productively, Vayda's concept of events as naturally-given 
starting points, since even something as seemingly straightforward as a named 
fire incident (e.g., incendios versus quemas in Machu Picchu) is socially con
structed. 

Agency is part of the language of praise and blame and therefore of political 
responsibility. The social construction of agency is always embedded in rela
tions of power. It was initially embraced as a conceptual tool for the empower
ment of the local and the South. But this was subsequently read as an effort to 
reinvent problematic and discredited concepts. Now some see it as a way of 
carving out from simplistic community-state and North-South dichotomies some 
space for radical politics and scholarship. These diverse ways of interpreting 
discourses of agency show, in part, how deeply imbricated the concept of 
agency is in the scholarship of agency. As Giddens (1984:xxxii) has insightfully 
written, "[There) is a mutual interpretative interplay between social science and 
Ihose whose activities compose its subject matter- a 'double hermeneutic'." 

Whereas we would argue that the concept of agency is a powerful one, we 
do not mean by this that the concept has a powerful "impact" on the environ
ment. We agree with Vayda' critiqu f fo ile inferences of instrumental link
IIges between id (IS of the envi ronm nl \Ild IIv ironmontal behavior. We argue, 
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rather, that ideas about agency impact society, including its environmental dis
courses, and that this can have material consequences. Whereas we agree with 
Vayda that environmental behavior is not simply driven by ideas about the envi
ronment, therefore, we do believe that this behavior is affected by ideas about 
society (cf. Williams 1980). 

This analysis raises a number of questions for future research. Most obvi
ously, it calls for more research on how the concept of agency is being deployed, 
why this deployment is politically so powerful, and why this concept is receiv
ing so much attention at this particular moment in history. It would be instruc
tive to know more about how attention to agency has waxed and waned in con
servation and development paradigms in recent years, as well as how current 
scholarly attention to agency ties into older traditions of study in anthropology 
and allied fields. 

Finally, this analysis raises questions about the political challenges of study
ing agency, most obviously involving the intended as well as unintended im
pacts of research on ongoing political contests. As Brosius (1999b:368) writes, 
"With but a few exceptions, anthropologists have yet to address seriously the 
political implications of the difference between maPfsing the life of a village ... 
and mapping the contours of a social movement." 8 Less obvious is the chal
lenge of trying to analyze discourses of agency while endeavoring to remain 
outside that discourse. The topic of agency is remarkably well-suited to testing 
the limits of current scholarly conventions regarding the boundary between sub
ject and object, politics and science, the world and the academy. 
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Notes 

I. This is also the oldest recorded usage of the term in the English language, as "The 
fhculty of an agent or of acting" (Oxford English Dictionary 1999). 

2. The later structuralism of Levi-Strauss came to be similarly criticized, in part, for 
Its lack of an active role for agents (Ortner 1984: 138). 

3. A variation of this debate involves Sahlins' (1981, 1985) and Obeyeskere's 
( 1992) debate over the interpretation of colonial history in the Pacific. 

4. Ahearn (2001 :115) in any case cautions against the simple equation of resistance 
with agency. 

5. Cf. Carpenter's (2001) argument about how the impregnability of women's do
IIlestic sphere to state development serves women as well as the state. 

6. This tradition of disaster study is referred to as the Chicago school, led by Gilbert 
I:. White (Kates and Burton 1986). 

7. Harwell (2000:320) gives an excellent example of this denial of human agency in 
h r uccount of Indonesian officials blaming the great 1997-1998 forest fires on spontane
II I1S combustion caused by tree limbs rubbing together in the breeze. 

8. Th is is reflected in the title of the landmark publication, "Man's Role in Changing 
the race of the Earth" (Thomas \956). 
. 9. Disturbance is an ecological change, often relatively abrupt and exogenous in ori
III, which can be small or large in scale, and includes hurricanes, floods, windstorms, 

IIIN 'ct infestations, and fi re. 
10. olne residents insist, however, thut th I1re ventually stopped burning due not 

til hlllllan eCfurt but sudden ro ln . Ih r, lIIu llIllIl lI Ihut th is ruin wus brOll ht on hy a locul 
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ceremony in which offerings were given to the Pachamama (mother earth). 
Il.Local residents acknowledge the negative consequences of fire (which they say 

they have learned from the park rangers), including the fact that burned landscapes are 
not attractive to tourists, some 300,000 of whom visit the ruins annually. 

12. As a senior forester explained during an interview in 2001: 
The problem with the system of requiring new management plans 
every ten years, in order to allow exploitation to continue, is that each 
new plan totally disregards the data for the old plan, so they start 
again from scratch, and ignore the stand delineations that have al
ready been made. They act as if the stand had no history of manage
ment. I told them this in El Saito, in Durango, which has one of the 
longest histories of management in this country, from the days of the 
Kansas City Railroad Company in the 1910's and 1920's. But the au
thorities let people convert from one system to another, so that there 
is no consistency . .. from one management plan to the next. 

13. We have chosen the Margoluis and Salafsky book as a case study because it is 
the best thought out and most useful volume in the new literature on participation. Our 
intention is not to write "against" participatory approaches such as Measures of Success, 
but rather to suggest that the assumptions upon which these approaches are based are, in 
part, assumptions about human agency, which can have unexamined implications for 
environmental problem solving. 

14. The People's War between government forces and a guerilla army of rebels 
fighting for the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M), officially declared in 
1996, had claimed over 4,000 lives by the end of 2002 (cf. Amnesty International 2002). 

15. By 2001 urban environmental quality in the Kathmandu Valley had reached a 
critical state (cf Adhikari 1998). The degradation of the urban reaches of the Bagmati 
and Bishnumati Rivers, the city' s principle rivers, was just one in a collection of conten
tious urban environmental issues, ranging from water and air quality to waste manage
ment and open space protection. Added to these environmental problems was an acute 
housing crisis, fueled by a 6.5% urban growth rate. 

16. Bista (1991:5) writes that "The origin of calcar; (personal service) lies in reli
gious ritual practices of obeisance, which was extended to the governing classes and then 
to all in certain positions of power. As a social activity, its most common fonn is in sim
ply being close to or in the presence of the person whose favor is desired. Instead of effi
cient fulfillment of duties and obligations, persistence in calcari is seen as merit, and with 
enough merit favors may be granted." Of aaphno maanche, Bista (1991:4) writes: "In 
Nepal today, collectivism manifests in a particular social institution of much importance 
known as aaphno maanche (one's own people) . .. . In particular it encourages problems 
of inclusion-exclusion, as group members gain particular privileges." He describes ba
hunism as a set of principles amongst which the most prominent is an absolute belief in 
fatalism, which has a "devastating effect on the work ethic and achievement motivation" 
due to the belief in a "powerful external agency" (Bista 1991 :4). 

17. This quotation from a review by Alan Macfarlane is printed on the cover of Fa
talism and Development. 

18. Howard defined the jagir (employment, job, service) system as " like a fiefdom . 
. . (that) constitutes an economic management/exploitation unit, where a frequent goal of 
the fief manager (all the way down to the peon) is collecting rent from the fief - be it the 
fief that is issuing driver licenses, or purchasing ho pllnl supplies, or managing the for
ests. It genera lly has nothing to do wi th the nom In II mllnd ll t of the bureaucrat ic unit, and 
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usually works at cross-purposes." Howard explained khu1Ta taane as "no Nepali wants 
another Nepali to get ahead. He would rather have something go undone than allow 
someone else credit for having done it." 

19. This common phrase, roughly, "what to do?" is often cited as evidence of the fa
talistic world view fundamental to a thesis like Bista' s. 

20. Dean (1987) titles his chapter on the so-called theft "Prometheus in Reverse" af
ter the mythical stealer of fire from Mount Olympus. 

21. Sir Clements Markham of the India Office actually credits another Englishman, 
Robert Cross, with first collecting seeds of Hevea (Davidson 1927: 674-675), which were 
subsequently sent to Ceylon. Moreover, the idea of transplanting Hevea to Asia and cul
tivating it there had been in print for over three-quarters of a century by the time of Wick
ham's collection. Wolf and Wolf(1936:154) write: 

It was an old dream, this idea of transplanting and cultivating the 
American rubber tree, a dream as old as Europeans' knowledge that 
caoutchouc was yielded by plants native to the eastern hemisphere. In 
writing we encounter it for the first time in the March 23rd, 1791, is
sue of The Bee or Literary Weekly Intelligencer of Edinburgh. 

22. Rubber was also produced on estates in Southeast Asia, however, which were 
characterized by great socio-economic oppression (Stoler 1985; Murray 1992). 

23. Shiva (1993 :79) overlooks this critical distinction when she equates rubber 
"theft" with the Dutch clove monopoly in the Moluccas. 

24. Sometimes theft plays a role in this movement and sometimes not. For example, 
the tribal Kantu' of West Kalimantan (Indonesia) name several of their rice land-races 
padi belabok "theft rice," the dual implication being that these land-races were originally 
stolen but that others were not. 

25. It is notable, by contrast, that the arguably more challenging smallholder acquisi
tion of rubber from the estate sector has never been portrayed as a like case of theft. 

26. Cf Dove (1999) on the Southeast Asian mythology regarding the origins of ag
riculture. 

27. The evolution of the interest in community might be illustrated, for example, by 
comparing the interest of a scholars a decade or two ago in the "resistance" of local 
communities with the interest of scholars today in the way that these communities repre
scnt this resistance. 

28. Brosius' concern falls within a twenty-year debate within anthropology and re
luted fields regarding the impact on community agency of its representation by the eth
nographer (Clifford and Marcus 1986; Marcus and Fischer 1986). 
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